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Abstract: In this study, the cerium-doped hydroxyapatite (Ca10−x Cex (PO4 )6 (OH)2 with xCe = 0.1,
10Ce-HAp) coatings obtained by the spin coating method were presented for the first time. The
stability of the 10Ce-HAp suspension particles used in the preparation of coatings was evaluated by
ultrasonic studies, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). The surface morphology of the 10Ce-HAp coating was studied by SEM
and atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques. The obtained 10Ce-HAp coatings were uniform
and without cracks or unevenness. Glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES) and
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) were used for the investigation of fine chemical depth
profiling. The antifungal properties of the HAp and 10Ce-HAp suspensions and coatings were
assessed using Candida albicans ATCC 10231 (C. albicans) fungal strain. The quantitative antifungal
assays demonstrated that both 10Ce-HAp suspensions and coatings exhibited strong antifungal
properties and that they successfully inhibited the development and adherence of C. albicans fungal
cells for all the tested time intervals. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and confocal laser
scanning microscopy (CLSM) visualization of the C. albicans fungal cells adherence to the 10Ce-HAp
surface also demonstrated their strong inhibitory effects. In addition, the qualitative assays also
suggested that the 10Ce-HAp coatings successfully stopped the biofilm formation.
Keywords: cerium; hydroxyapatite; spin coating; antifungal properties
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1. Introduction
In the last years, the prevalence of hospital-related infections caused by drug resistant
microorganisms was high. The most frequent infections were the ones associated with
the use of catheters and the ones that appear at surgical sites [1–3]. The most common
microorganisms known to be responsible for these types of infections are Staphylococcus
aureus, Enterococcus spp., Escherichia coli, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA),
and the yeast Candida albicans. Drug-resistant microorganisms cause more than 20% of
these infections. Candida albicans is the most common species of fungi involved in hospitalassociated infections. The yeast, C. albicans is a dimorphic and commensal fungus, and
it is commonly found in the human gut flora. It usually colonizes the skin, but it is also
found in the gastrointestinal tract and mouth in more than 40% of healthy adults, and
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it is known to survive outside the human body [3–6]. Nowadays, the fungal infections
in patients pre and post operatory has risen to a greater number than ever, and it is
growing every year throughout the world. These facts together with the emergence of
microorganisms resistant to conventional antibiotics have encouraged the need for the
development of newly antifungal agents that could be able to prevent and/or eradicate
these microorganisms. Therefore, in the last few years, great attention has been awarded to
the use of materials science to synthesize new materials with antimicrobial properties that
could be used in the development of new antimicrobial devices with a great impact in the
prevention and treatment of infections. Recently, studies have evidenced that nanomaterials
possess great potential in the development of new compounds that could interfere in the
prevention and treatment of multidrug-resistant microbial infections [7–10]. One of the
most studied materials due to its impressive properties such as nanometric size, high
surface area, biocompatibility, osteoconductivity, and surface reactivity is hydroxyapatite
(HAp) [11,12]. Despite the numerous extraordinary properties exhibited by nanometric
hydroxyapatite nanoparticles, pure bulk HAp has some disadvantages such as reduced
fatigue resistance, low toughness, poor bending strength, slow dissolution rate, brittleness,
and also, HAp does not exhibit any antimicrobial activity [12–17]. A method to resolve
these weaknesses partially or totally has been the use of ionic substitution using metal ions
such as Ag+ , Cu2+ , Zn2+ [17], Ce3+ [18], Mg2+ [15], Zn2+ [17], La3+ [16], Sr2+ [19], Al3+ [20],
K+ [21], etc., that could confer improved properties to HAp such as mechanical stability,
cytocompatibility, solubility, bioactivity, and also antimicrobial activity [12–21]. Cerium
is a rare-earth metal and does not accumulate in the food chain and has low to moderate
toxicity [14–17]. Cerium is known for its properties of lowering the cholesterol levels, blood
pressure, and to prevent the risk of blood cloth apparition in humans. Moreover, cerium
nitrate has been used as an antimicrobial treatment for burn injuries. Moreover, cerium
could be found such as Ce3+ and Ce4+ , and it has the unique ability to swap between
oxidation states that confers its antibacterial and antioxidant properties [18]. In the last
years, cerium has been widely used in medicine in various applications such as catheters,
treatment of burn wounds, and in dentistry [22,23]. Therefore, the obtaining of novel
cerium-doped hydroxyapatite materials for the development of medical device coatings
could contribute with important advances in the area of antimicrobial agents. In a previous
study, we presented cerium-coated hydroxyapatite (xCe = 0.05) coatings obtained by plasma
by RF magnetron sputtering [24].
Through this study, we aimed to bring additional information on the coatings based
on cerium-doped hydroxyapatite (xCe = 0.1). This research presents for the first time
both physicochemical and antifungal properties of cerium-doped hydroxyapatite coatings
obtained by the spin coating method.
The advantage of the spin coating method is to achieve smooth covered surfaces
without unevenness and cracks. The stability of the suspension plays an important role in
achieving uniform layers. Moreover, this method can ensure the uniformity and thickness
of the coatings. In this study, we will analyze the physicochemical properties and the
antifungal activity of the coatings obtained from the 10Ce-HAp suspension.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
In order to obtained 10Ce-HAp coatings, the ammonium hydrogen phosphate,
(NH4 )2 HPO4 (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA, ≥99.0%), calcium nitrate tetrahydrate,
Ca(NO3 )2 ·4H2 O (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA, ≥99.0%), cerium nitrate hexahydrate,
Ce(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O (Alpha Aesar, Landau, Germany, 99.97% purity), ammonium hydroxide,
NH4 OH [Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA, 25% NH3 in H2 O (T)], ethanol absolute,
and double-distilled water were used to achieve Ca10−x Cex (PO4 )6 (OH)2 suspension by the
sol–gel method were xCe = 0.1, hereinafter referred to as 10Ce-HAp.
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2.2. Cerium Doped Hydroxyapatite (10Ce-HAp) Coatings by Spin Coating Method
Specific amounts of (NH4 )2 HPO4 , Ca(NO3 )2 ·4H2 O, and Ce(NO3 )2 ·6H2 O were dissolved in absolute ethanol. These three solutions were mixed drop by drop in order to
obtain the Ca10−x Cex (PO4 )6 (OH)2 sol with xCe = 0 and xCe =0.1 and Ca/P molar ratio of
1.67. The mixture was stirred for 8 h at 100 ◦ C. After that, the mixture was stirred at room
temperature for 24 h. The resultant 10Ce-HAp sol was closely capped and aged for 24 h at
40 ◦ C. The Si was used as substrate. The dimensions of the substrate samples are 5 × 5 mm.
The substrate samples were ultra-sonically degreased with acetone. After degreasing, the
substrate samples were washed with double-distilled water and dried at 40 ◦ C during
15 min. The spin coating process was performed by controlled centrifugation of the Si
substrate loaded with 10Ce-HAp soil, resulting in film formation [25]. The evaporation
process was accelerated by drying the samples obtained in an oven at a temperature of
100 ◦ C in air for 4 h. Subsequently, 10Ce-HAp deposited film was subjected to an additional
heat treatment at 500 ◦ C in air.
2.3. Characterization Methods
The stability of the 10Ce-HAp composite was evaluated through ultrasonic studies that
were in agreement with previous studies [26–28]. Transmission electron microscope (TEM)
investigations were conducted with a CM 20 (Philips FEI, Eindhoven, The Netherlands)
equipped with a Lab6 instrument. A drop of the 10Ce-HAp suspension was dropped
onto a carbon film-coated copper grid and dried for 12 h under nitrogen atmosphere in a
desiccator. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of 10Ce-HAp were accumulated using a Bruker
D8 Advance diffractometer with nickel-filtered Cu Kα (λ = 1.5418 Å) radiation (Billerica,
MA, USA). The average particle size is calculated using the Debye–Scherrer Equation (1):
β = (0.94·λ)/(Dcosθ)

(1)

where β is the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), λ is the X-ray wavelength, D is
the crystal size, and θ is the Bragg angle for the reflection (002). The morphology of the
10Ce-HAp was investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a Hitachi S4500
instrument (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan). The chemical constituents of the 10Ce-HAp samples
(suspension and coating) were determined by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).
The 3D representation of the 2D SEM topographies was done using Image J software
(ImageJ 1.51j8, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) [29].
Information about the coating’s surface morphology was obtained by performing
atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements. The data were recorded in non-contact
mode at room temperature, with the aid of a NT-MDT NTEGRA Probe NanoLaboratory
system (NT-MDT, Moscow, Russia). The topographic images were recorded with a silicon
NT-MDT NSG01 35 nm gold-coated cantilever on surface areas of 5 × 5 µm2 . The analysis
of the 2D topographies and the 3D data processing were performed using Gwyddion
2.55 software [30].
The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was conducted using an SES 2002
instrument (Scienta Omicron, Taunusstein, Germany) using a monochromatic Al K(alpha)
(hν = 1486.6 eV) X-ray source (Scienta Omicron, 18.7 mA, 13.02 kV). Scans analyses were
carried out with an analysis area of 1 × 3 mm and a pass energy of 500 eV with the
energy step 0.2 eV and step time 200 ms. The binding energy of the spectrometer has been
calibrated by the position of the Fermi level on a clean metallic sample. The power supplies
were stable and of high accuracy. The experiments were carried out in an ultra-highvacuum system with a base pressure of about 6·10 8 Pa. The XPS spectra were recorded in
normal emission. For the XPS analyses, the CasaXPS 2.3.14 software (Shirley background
type) [31] with the help of XPS tables [32,33] was used. All the binding energy values
presented in that paper were charge corrected to C 1s at 284.8 eV.
The qualitative investigation of the elemental depth profiles of the 10Ce-HAp coatings
was performed using a GD-Profiler 2 instrument (Horiba Jobin Yvon, Longjumeau, France).
The procedure and parameters were the same as in our previous works [24,34,35].
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2.4. In Vitro Antifungal Assay
The antifungal properties of the 10Ce-HAp and HAp suspension and coatings against
one of the most spread fungi cells was assessed with the aid of the reference fungal
strain Candida albicans ATCC 10231. The strain was acquired from the American Type
Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA). The antifungal assays were performed as
previously reported [36]. The qualitative assays of the fungal cells adherence, proliferation,
and development was done by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and confocal laser
scanning microscopy (CLSM) studies. For this purpose, the 10Ce-HAp coatings were
incubated with a C. albicans ATCC 10.231 culture medium for 24, 48, and 72 h, removed from
the fungal medium, washed with sterile saline solution, and then fixed with cold methanol.
For the CLSM visualization, the samples were stained in the dark using propidium iodide
(PI). The CLSM visualization was realized in reflection and fluorescence modes with the aid
of a Leica TCS-SP confocal microscope (Wetzlar, Germany). The Leica confocal microscope
was equipped with a PL FLUOTAR (40_ NA 0.7) objective and an Ar ion laser with a laser
line at 488 nm.
The in vitro quantitative analysis of the antifungal properties of both HAp and 10CeHAp suspensions and coatings was performed with an adapted method (E2149-10; ASTM
International) [37,38], as previously described [39]. The experiments were done in triplicate,
and the results were expressed as mean ± SD. Complementary information was obtained
by performing the 3D representation of the SEM and CLSM images using Image J software
(ImageJ 1.51j8, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) [29].
3. Results and Discussions
In order to obtain coatings with uniform and smooth surfaces by the dip coating
method, the stability of the suspension used in the process of obtaining thin layers plays
an important role. Information on the stability of the 10Ce-HAp suspension used to obtain
coatings is presented in Figure 1. The non-destructive ultrasound studies provided us with
information on the stability of the 10Ce-HAp suspension, as can be seen in Figure 1a,b. The
stability of the analyzed sample was related to the stability of the double-distilled water
considered as the reference fluid (water is the fluid with the highest stability). Figure 1a
showed the frequency spectrum of the first transmitted echo relative to the first echo transmitted by water (reference fluid for the best stability). The lowest curves correspond to the
first sedimentation period, and the upper ones correspond to the asymptotic sedimentation
of the 10Ce-HAp suspension, during which the amplitudes increase. The amplitude peaks
at 4 MHz is a feature of these transducers. It is clearly observed that the frequency spectrum
through the studied suspension has the same behavior as that of the double distilled water
used as reference fluid. Another important information of the 10Ce-HAp suspension is the
frequency attenuation dependence. Figure 1b shows the frequency attenuation dependence
for both the 10Ce-HAp suspension and the reference fluid. It was observed that for the
10Ce-HAp suspension, the attenuation is lower at 3 and 4 MHz compared to the one at
2 MHz. This behavior could be given by the size of the particles. It can be observed that the
attenuation is higher in the case of the studied suspension (7.8–11.5 nepper/m) compared
to the reference fluid (0.3–1.3 nepper/m). Much higher attenuation values in the case of
the 10Ce-HAp suspension show a strong dispersion of the waves by the solid particles.
The frequency spectrum of the first transmitted echo of HAp relative to the first echo
transmitted by water (reference fluid for the best stability) was presented in Figure 1c. The
frequency attenuation dependence for both the HAp suspension and the reference fluid
is shown in Figure 1d. The behavior of the HAp suspension was similar to that of the
double-distilled water used as the reference fluid.
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precipitate was dried under the same conditions as the coatings made (500 ◦ C). The
resulting 10Ce-HAp powder was analyzed by X-ray diffraction. The Debye–Scherrer
equation [40–43] was used to calculate the average particle size. Particle size and lattice
constants were calculated using the diffraction peaks associated with planes (300) and (002)
of 10Ce-HAp (Table 1). To highlight the fact that 10Ce-HAp retains the characteristics of
pure hydroxyapatite in terms of intensities and peak shifting, we chose diffraction planes
(002) and (300). It is known that the most significant differences are observed in the range
from 22◦ to 35◦ [44]. This range (22◦ to 35◦ ) is corresponding to the (002), (211), and (300)
diffraction planes. These XRD results estimate that the 10Ce-HAp nanoparticles increased
preferentially along with the a-axis of its crystal plane, obtaining ellipsoidal nanoparticles.
The values of “a” and “c” of 10Ce-HAp were 9.44 and 6.89 Å. The values are close to
those of pure HAp (9.416 and 6.874 Å). When cerium ions were incorporated into HAp,
a slight increase in the values of the parameters “a” and “c” was observed. These results
were in good agreement with previous studies [45]. The results attest to the fact that
cerium ions were incorporated into the HAp lattice during synthesis. The results attest
to the substitution of Ca2+ with cerium in the HAp lattice during synthesis. The ease of
substitution could be assigned to the ionic radii of cerium (0.114 nm for Ce3+ and 0.097 nm
for Ce4+ ) that are comparable with ionic radius of Ca2+ (0.106 nm) [46,47]. The XRD results
are in agreement with TEM investigation. A slightly larger particle size obtained from TEM
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Table 1. Lattice constant and crystalline sizes calculated from the XRD patterns of the synthesized
10Ce-HAp suspension.
Sample
HAp (JCPDS No.9-432)
10Ce-HAp

Lattice Constant
a (Å)
c (Å)
9.416
9.44

6.874
6.89

d300 (Å)

Crystalline Size
d002 (Å)
d002 (Å)/d300 (Å)

9.4 ± 0.5

23.7 ± 0.8

2.52

The SEM microscopy method was used to investigate the morphology of the 10CeHAp suspension synthesized in order to prepare the coating. A characteristic micrograph
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5b). Moreover,
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the
Ca,
P, Ce,
Si,Ce,
andSi,
C elements
(Figure (Figure
5b). Moreover,
during the
EDS analysis,
element
element map was scanned (Figure 5a). Following the element map scanning, it was clearly
observed that the elements Ca, O, P, and Ce were homogeneously dispersed in the analyzed sample.
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map was scanned (Figure 5a). Following the element map scanning, it was clearly observed
that the elements Ca, O, P, and Ce were homogeneously dispersed in the analyzed sample.
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coating after
7a). The presence of Ce in the XPS general spectra
of 10Ce-HAp coating at the BE of 880–920 eV [49] confirmed that the hydroxyapatite doped
with Ce was successfully performed (Figure 7a). The analysis of the XPS spectrum of Ce
(3d) of the 10Ce-Hap coating after etching from the area under the deconvoluted spectra
showed that the percentage of Ce3+ ions on the surface of 10Ce-HAp coating before etching
was 52.8%, while the percentage of Ce4+ ions was 47.2% (Figure 7b).
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The XPS analysis technique used in the analysis of the surface of the 10Ce-HAp
sample before and after etching confirmed the oxidation state of the Ce ions incorporated
in the hydroxyapatite that were involved in the replacement of the Ca2+ sites in the
hydroxyapatite structure. The formation of CeO2 at the surface of the coating could have
been possible as a result of the thermic treatment and/or deposition process [24,50]. As it
could be observed, after engraving, the percentage of Ce4+ was significantly higher (47.2%
compared to 13.2% before engraving). This result shows that the technique of obtaining
coatings plays a very important role in the oxidation process of Ce3+ in Ce4+ . In our
previous study [24], we showed that in the case of 5Ce-HAp coatings generated in plasma
by radio frequency magnetron sputtering discharge in Ar gas flow in a single run, the
percentage of Ce3+ and Ce4+ ions calculated for 5Ce-HAp layer before and after etching
varied by ≈1%.
β = (0.94·λ)/(Dcosθ)
(2)
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applications. One of the most encountered microorganisms responsible for pre and postoperatory infections in hospitals worldwide is Candida albicans.
The antifungal properties of the HAp and 10Ce-HAp suspensions and coatings were
assessed using Candida albicans ATCC 10,231 strain. The effects of the HAp and 10CeHAp suspensions and coatings on the Candida albicans ATCC 10.231 fungal cells have
been investigated at three different time intervals. For this purpose, HAp and 10Ce-HAp
suspensions and coatings were incubated with microbial suspensions, and the number
of CFU/mL was determined for each of the contacts after 24, 48, and 72 h. The standard
inoculum of a known concentration of 5 × 106 CFU/mL was used as control. The results of
the quantitative assays depicted in Figure 9 revealed that both 10Ce-HAp suspensions and
coatings had a strong inhibitory effect on the development of C. albicans fungal cells even
after 24 h of incubation. Furthermore, the results demonstrated that the inhibitory effect of
the suspensions as well as the coatings against the development and proliferation of the
fungal cells was augmented by the incubation time. In addition, the data also indicated that
the 10Ce-HAp suspensions had a fungicidal effect against the C. albicans cells after 72 h of
incubation. In addition, the results of the antifungal assays performed on HAp suspensions
and coatings revealed that HAp suspensions and HAp coatings did not inhibit the growth
of the C. albicans fungal cells. More than that, the results suggested that the presence of
the HAp suspensions and coatings have aided the development of the fungal cells11and
Coatings 2021, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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supported their proliferation for all tested time intervals. These results are also supported
by the previous reported studies regarded the antimicrobial properties of hydroxyapatite
and hydroxyapatite coatings [24,26,28]. The statistical analysis of the data was performed
data was performed using the Student t-test, and the values p, p ≤ 0.05, were accepted as
using the Student t-test, and the values p, p ≤ 0.05, were accepted as statistically significant.
statistically significant.
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time of exposure to HAp and 10Ce-HAp suspensions and coatings at different time intervals. The
time of exposure to HAp and 10Ce-HAp suspensions and coatings at different time intervals. The
results are presented as means ± standard error of the mean of two independent experiments. The
results are presented as means ± standard error of the mean of two independent experiments. The
data were statistically analyzed by using a t-test, p ≤ 0.05 was accepted as statistically significant.
data were statistically analyzed by using a t-test, p ≤ 0.05 was accepted as statistically significant.

These results are in good agreement with previous reported studies regarding the
These results are in good agreement with previous reported studies regarding the antiantifungal
properties of cerium-doped hydroxyapatite nanoparticles and suspensions
fungal properties of cerium-doped hydroxyapatite nanoparticles and suspensions [18,24,52–58].
[18,24,52–58].
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ions from the HAp lattice. The antimicrobial mechanism of the cerium ions has been reported in the literature due to their interaction with the fungal cell membrane, which leads
to its structural damage and to the cell’s death [57,58].
Qualitative assays regarding the adhesion and proliferation of C. albicans fungal cells
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incubation time could be explained due to the gradual release of cerium ions from the HAp
lattice. The antimicrobial mechanism of the cerium ions has been reported in the literature
due to their interaction with the fungal cell membrane, which leads to its structural damage
and to the cell’s death [57,58].
Qualitative assays regarding the adhesion and proliferation of C. albicans fungal cells
on the surface of 10Ce-HAp coatings were also performed using SEM and CLSM studies.
The adhesion and proliferation of the fungal cells on the HAp and 10Ce-HAp surface
were investigated at three different time intervals (24, 48, and 72 h). The images obtained
by SEM visualization of the C. albicans fungal cells adhered on the surface of HAp and
10Ce-HAp coatings after 24, 48, and 72 h of incubation are depicted in Figure 10a–c,g–i.
The SEM images revealed that the morphology of the fungal cells adhered on the HAp
and 10Ce-HAp coatings was characteristic to that of the C. albicans cells with round-to-oval
cell shape and sizes between 2.80 and 4.84 µm. The SEM visualization has shown that
the 10Ce-HAp coatings have inhibited the C. albicans cell proliferation even after 24 h of
incubation. Moreover, the SEM images emphasized that on the surface of the coatings
exposed to C. albicans fungal microbial suspensions, the remaining adhered fungal cells
are isolated and also that there was no indication of hyphal formation, which is a proof
of the beginning of biofilm formation. These results could lead to the premises
12 that
of 18the
coatings might be effective in inhibiting the biofilm formation knowing that a biofilm is an
aggregate of bacteria held together by an extracellular polymeric substance matrix.
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C. albicans fungal cells attached on the HAp and 10Ce-HAp surface are also depicted in Figure
10d−f,j−l. The 3D depiction of the SEM images was realized with the aid of Image J software (Image J 1.51j8).
Complementary information about the adhesion and proliferation of the C. albicans

assay results. More than that, the SEM studies have evidenced that the number of fungal
cells adhered to the 10Ce-HAp surface has been substantially lowered from 24 to 48 h of
incubation. In addition, the 3D representation of the SEM images representing the C. albicans
cells attached on the HAp and 10Ce-HAp surface are also depicted in Figure 13 of 19
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10d−f,j−l. The 3D depiction of the SEM images was realized with the aid of Image J software (Image J 1.51j8).
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investigation. The results of the CLSM visualization are presented in Figure 11.
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The CLSM 2D images of the fungal cells attached on the HAp and 10Ce-HAp coating’s
surface after 24, 48, and 72 h of incubation are depicted in Figure 11a–c,g–i. The results of the
CLSM visualization revealed that the fungal cells attached to the 10Ce-HAp surface have
the morphology of regular ovoid “yeast” cells with sizes ranging from 2.45 to 4.89 µm. The
CLSM images highlighted that the 10Ce-HAp inhibited the C. albicans cells development
and attachment on its surface, and that did not allow the formation of biofilm. The CLSM
studies were performed using propidium iodide for the staining of the fungal cells. The
results of the CLSM investigation revealed that the 10Ce-HAp coatings inhibited the
development and adherence of the fungal cells on its surface after 24 of incubation. In
addition, the data also suggested that the fungal cells have been significantly reduced after
48 h of incubation. Moreover, the visualization revealed that the antifungal effects were
stronger after 72 h of incubation. After 72 h of incubation, the results suggested that the
fungal cells have been almost eliminated. Furthermore, the CLSM visualization of the
fungal cells adhered on the HAp coatings suggested that the HAp presented no antifungal
effects and that it helped the development and adhesion of the C. albicans fungal cells on the
coating’s surface. The CLSM images depicted in Figure 11 highlighted that the 10Ce-HAp
coatings were effective in inhibiting the adherence and proliferation of C. albicans fungal
cells compared to HAp coatings. More than that, the CLSM investigation showed that the
few adhered C. albicans cells did not undergo transformation into their filamentous form,
hence demonstrating that C. albicans were unable to evolve into their biofilm phenotype on
the 10Ce-HAp surfaces [59]. These results are in good agreement with SEM visualization
as well as the results of the quantitative antifungal assay and with previously reported
studies regarding the antifungal properties of composite layers [60,61].
In addition, the 3D reconstruction of the CLSM images of C. albicans fungal cells that
were attached on the surface of HAp and 10Ce-HAp coatings after different time intervals
(24, 48, and 72 h) are also depicted in Figure 11d–f,j–l. The 3D representation of the structure,
morphology, and spatial distribution of the fungal cells were analyzed using Image J
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software [29]. The 3D representation images from Figure 11d–f,j–l presents the spatial
distribution of C. albicans cells (red) along horizontal (coverage) and the vertical (thickness)
distributions on the HAp and 10Ce-HAp coating’s surface. The CLSM investigations
emphasized that the development of C. albicans fungal cells was strongly inhibited by the
10Ce-HAp coatings.
During the years, both bacteria and fungi have continued to evolve and develop
new ways in order to adapt to new environments and to survive against various effects
of antimicrobials [62]. Studies have shown that bacteria and fungi developed resistance
mechanisms using their own DNA. Usually, the genes responsible for the resistance are
found within plasmids, which are small pieces of DNA that could be shared and offer
resistance to other microorganism [63]. Nonetheless, the structure of the bacteria and fungi
are different; thus, there are various mechanisms that are responsible for their resistance to
conventional drugs, and also during the year, researchers have investigated alternatives
solutions to the use of conventional antimicrobial agents. The most important components
of bacterial cells are the cell wall and membranes, which protect them from the external
factors. Several studies have reported that often, some nanoparticles exhibited greater
antibacterial activity against Gram-positive bacteria than against Gram-negative bacteria.
These effects have been attributed to the fact that the cell wall of Gram-negative bacteria is
composed of lipopolysaccharide (LPS), lipoproteins, and phospholipids, while the cell wall
of Gram-positive bacteria is mainly composed of a thin layer of peptidoglycan and teichoic
acid. Therefore, the structure of Gram-positive bacteria allows foreign molecules to penetrate, causing damage to the cell membrane and inevitably leading to the cell’s death. In
contrast, the Gram-negative bacteria structure allows the entrance of only macromolecules,
making it more difficult for the cell membrane to be penetrated by foreign agents. On the
other hand, fungi are eukaryotes and have a more complex cellular organization than the
prokaryote Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacterial cells. The fungal cells walls are
built from complex polysaccharides layers, which are called chitin and glucans, which
confers them structural strength [64–68]. Several mechanisms such as interference with cell
wall synthesis, the inhibition of protein synthesis and of a metabolic pathway, the interference with nucleic acid, and the disruption of bacterial membrane structure, by which
nanoparticles affects bacterial cells have been proposed, but all the undergone studies
have concluded that these mechanism are dependent on the components and structure
of the bacterial cell. Moreover, the physicochemical properties of nanoparticles have also
a significant role in their antibacterial activity. In addition, external factors such as the
environmental conditions, the type of bacterial strain, and the incubation time could also
influence the antibacterial effects of nanoparticles [63–71]. Even though there are several
studies regarding the effects of different types of nanoparticles against bacterial cells, there
are only a few studies that have addressed the influence of the roughness [71–74]. While
there are studies regarding Candida resistance in order to prevent biofilm formation, a
smaller attention was directed toward understanding whether the modifications of surface
topography can affect C. albicans biofilm development. A handful of studies have reported
that C. albicans cell development and adherence could be influenced by the biomaterial
surface [75,76]. It has been reported that C. albicans cells could adhere and form biofilm on
surfaces having an average surface roughness (Sa ) between 400 and 600 nm in just 48 h of
incubation [77]. More than that, another study conducted by Mahayana et al. [78] reported
that the C. albicans cell density on a surface denture resin having a Sa value of 3200 nm had
increased considerably compared to a surface having a Sa value of 60 nm. Nonetheless, due
to scarce studies conducted by now, there has not been yet reached a consensus regarding
the influence of the surface roughness in the development and adherence of C. albicans
fungal cells. The results obtained by Le et al. [79] in their study regarding “nanoscale
surface roughness influences Candida albicans biofilm formation” have evidenced that that
surface topography could influence the adherence of C. albicans cells and also, the results
suggested that a specific surface architecture could be used to repel C. albicans attachment,
therefore preventing the biofilm formation. Their study revealed that surfaces having an
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average surface roughness Sa less than 20 nm, combined with a certain topography, was
highly effective at preventing the attachment of C. albicans. Despite the several studies
that exist regarding the responsible mechanism for the antimicrobial properties of certain
materials and surfaces, the data are still incomplete, and there is a need for further complex
investigation in order to better understand these phenomena. Various studies reported
different results for numerous materials and surfaces. There is still a consensus regarding
the fact that the antimicrobial properties are influenced by the physicochemical properties
of the samples, the bacterial or fungal strain, and also various external parameters. Furthermore, in the case of coatings, the antimicrobial activity has been also correlated with
the synergistic connection between the chemical constituents of the coating and substrate.
Our results suggested that the antifungal properties of both 10Ce-HAp suspensions and
10Ce-HAp coatings were attributed to the presence of cerium ions in the lattice of the
hydroxyapatite. Furthermore, the results are in good agreement with previously reported
studies by both Lin et al. [18] and Ciobanu et al. [52] regarding the antimicrobial properties
of cerium-doped hydroxyapatite, which concluded that the antimicrobial properties of
the samples were influenced by several factors such as stability, grain size, nanoparticle
shape, surface roughness, time of incubation, and also by the cerium ion concentration
from the hydroxyapatite lattice. More than that, the coatings had a roughness average
(Ra ) of 46.96 nm, which according to the literature could also be a factor in inhibiting
the development and adherence of C. albicans fungal cells on its surface. In addition, the
mechanisms involved in the antifungal properties of the cerium ions could be attributed to
their ability of producing reactive oxygen species (ROS), or inflicting direct damage to the
cell membrane leading to the cell’s death. This study showed that the stability of the suspensions is strongly influenced by the method of synthesis. The stability parameters for the
10Ce-HAp and HAp suspensions were lower than for the 5Ce-HAp (Ca10-x Cex (PO4 )6 (OH)2
with xCe =0.05) suspensions presented in a previous study [24]. Both the stirring time and
the temperature at which the obtained suspension was stirred seem to play an important
role in the stability of the suspensions. Suspensions of 10Ce-HAp nanoparticles with a
stability parameter s = 1.62 × 10−4 s−1 were ideal for obtaining uniform coatings without
defects. These studies have allowed us to highlight some synthesis conditions that must be
taken into account in order to obtain stable suspensions in order to have uniform layers.
The results obtained by the quantitative and qualitative antifungal assays demonstrated that the 10Ce-HAp coatings exhibited good antifungal properties and that could be
considered for the development of newly antifungal coatings for medical devices.
4. Conclusions
The 10Ce-HAp coatings were prepared by the spin coating technique from stable
10Ce-HAp suspensions for the first time. XRD, TEM, and SEM investigations revealed that
the 10Ce-HAp particles exhibited nanometric sizes with ellipsoidal morphology. The EDS
studies revealed the elemental composition of the 10Ce-HAp solutions and coatings. The
data obtained by SEM and AFM investigations demonstrated that the surface of 10Ce-HAp
coatings was homogenous and did not present any fissures or discontinuities. Ca, P, O, Ce,
and Si were identified in the XPS general spectra of the 10Ce-HAp coating before and after
etching. The distribution of the components of the 10Ce-HAp coating from the surface
to the Si substrate interface was observed by the GDOES method. The results were in
agreement with EDS and XPS analysis. The elemental mapping analysis showed that the
Ca, P, O, and Ce chemical elements were evenly distributed in the sample. Studies have
shown that particle suspension with a stability parameter s = 62 × 10−4 s−1 could be used
to achieve uniform coatings without cracks and unevenness. The quantitative antifungal
assays revealed that both 10Ce-HAp suspensions and coatings were effective in inhibiting
the C. albicans fungal cell development for all tested time intervals compared to the HAp
suspensions and coatings. Moreover, the data emphasized that the inhibitory effect of
the samples increased with the increase of the incubation period. The SEM and CLSM
visualization have also confirmed the results of the antifungal quantitative assays and
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suggested that the 10Ce-HAp coatings inhibited the fungal cell development, proliferation,
and adherence. In addition, the results have also lead to the premises that 10Ce-HAp did
not allow the C. albicans biofilm formation. The results lead to the conclusion that the
10Ce-HAp suspensions and coatings could be effectively used in the development of novel
antifungal devices for biomedical applications.
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